Opportunities @ SentiLink: 
Data Scientist, Sales Support Data Scientist

We’re hiring multiple roles on the Data Science team.

A bit about the company: we stop fraud and verify identities, and have tremendous traction. Already our real-time APIs have helped verify hundreds of millions of identities, beginning with financial services. Mid-last year we raised $70M in our Series B with just 27 people at SentiLink, and we’ve grown rapidly since then.

The company is founded by data scientists, and the core products are built end-to-end by the data science team: models that identify different types of fraud. We’ve developed unique data assets and have many problems that we need more data scientists to solve. There’s opportunities here to have a large impact in a rapidly growing startup.

We have a couple of open roles on Data Science described here: https://jobs.lever.co/sentilink

You can reach out to me at alec@sentilink.com with a resume if you’re interested.